Where do I start?

Do your ideas
exceed your abilities?
Metalsmithing

Wax Model Making

At Precious Metal Arts, we specialize in helping
individuals realize their artistic goals, whether
you want to make a single piece or design an
entire line of jewelry.
We offer classes and workshops covering all
fundamental aspects of jewelry design and
creation, and provide customized continuing
education through our unique small group
tutoring. We even offer bench rental for you to
practice your developing skills at a professional
jeweler’s bench as you learn, without having to
invest hundreds of dollars in tools.

What can I learn?
Pretty much anything you can think of, at least
where jewelry creation is concerned. If your
particular mission isn’t covered by what’s on the
schedule, we offer weekly small group tutoring
sessions. Limited to 6 students, you work on your
own projects at your own pace under the careful
guidance of our instructors. Tutoring is also a great
way to explore any of the techniques offered in our
classes and workshops, just in case our schedule
doesn’t quite fit with yours.

Getting Married?

Stone Setting

Special Offerings

Our technique based classes are structured for virtually any skill level,
which means almost ANY class can be your first class. Since space is
limited, you may just want to jump in at the first available opportunity.
If you enjoy experimenting, soft wax or wax carving will allow
you to create a variety of designs before deciding which one
to commit to silver, gold, or
platinum. If you are more of an
“immediate gratification” creator,
metal will allow you to see your
designs take form before your
eyes in the metal of your choice.
Whichever medium you choose, we offer
different sections of all three. Each section presents basic techniques used
in slightly different ways, through individual projects that are specific to that
class. Though classes are designated A, B, C, or D , they are NOT sequential
and may be taken in any order.

Our customized tutoring allows couples to actually create
their own wedding rings! We will consult
with you about your design and walk you
step by step through the process, which is
as meaningful as the ring itself.
Realize your creative vision in our classes or
small group tutoring

And don’t worry… Peter can complete any aspect of the
piece that you are not comfortable doing yourself.

Prices and Times

Core Classes
Metalsmithing

Pierce, solder, hammer, polish... our foundation metal
fabrication classes will introduce you to all the basic
concepts of working in metal. Projects focus on
techniques rather than design, and include:
-Sweat soldering a flat pierced pendant (Metals A)!
-Stack rings and mirror image earrings (Metals B) !
-Cab bezel ring and pendant (Metals C)!
-Handmade chain, clasp, and charms (Metals D)

Much of the jewelry that you see started out as a piece
of wax. Our wax classes will introduce you to
techniques for creating precision wax models, and
teach piercing, shaping, hollowing, and build-up.

Wax Carving

Would you like to make "instant" jewelry? User friendly
soft wax is for you. This workshop starts with an
introduction to the malleable wax in its various forms.
Students then go on to create their own designs.
-Sculpted pendant and faceted stone ring (Soft Wax A) !
-Flat pendant and cabochon stone ring (Soft Wax B) !
-Cap for stone and wire design ring (Soft Wax C)

Prong Setting is the most traditional method. It not only
shows off a gem to its best advantage, but provides a safe
method for setting fragile and unusually cut stones.
Bezel Setting involves surrounding a stone with a thin
"rim" or bezel of metal, for a modern look and durability.
Flush Setting is a technique of setting small stones,
usually round, "flush" with the surface of the metal.
Bead Setting features stones that are held in place by tiny
beads of metal that are "raised" from the surface.

Stone Setting

Our evening and one day workshops offer the opportunity to explore a variety of more
specialized techniques. The schedule rotates and new classes are always in the works.!
See the current schedule for workshop descriptions and what’s up next.
Cuffs and Textures!
Cold Connections!
Creative Wirework!
Setting Pre-made Bezels

Wax Workshops:!

Charms!
Wax Prong Head !
Casting Gemstones in Place!

Saturday and Sunday 11:00 am to 6:00 pm !
$380.00 plus $50.00 materials fee

Sunday Soft Wax:!

Sunday 11:00 am to 6:00 pm !
$250.00 plus $50.00 materials fee

Evening Workshops:!

Thursday 6:00 pm to 10:00 pm !
$225.00 plus $50.00 materials fee!
Practical Gemology $175.00 (no materials)
Purchase any four classes together and get a 15% discount on the class fee and 8
Wednesdays 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm!
Fridays 12:00 noon to 4:00 pm!
Saturdays (without weekend class) 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm!
$195.00 for a single 4 hour session (1st hour assisted lab, 3 hours instruction)!
$185.00 per session with a package of 3; 3 free hours of studio time!
$175.00 per session with a package of 6; 6 free hours studio time
Free studio time is self directed and as available. Students provide their own materials in
tutoring . Practice kits are available in wax or metal for $50.00 per kit.

Private and Semi-Private Instruction (by appointment, 2 hour minimum)!
2 people: $150.00 per person, per hour !
Individual: $200.00 per hour

Self Directed Studio Time (“Lab”, as available, 2 hour minimum)!
$25.00 per hour; $20.00 per hour as a package of 8
Students are expected to complete their work unassisted.

About Us

Precious Metal Arts was established in 1997 on Santa Monica’s historic Main
Street. We have spent more than 20 years bringing practical and inspiring
training to hundreds of aspiring jewelers from all over the world.

Special Offerings
Metals Workshops:!

Weekend Metals and Weekend Wax:!

Shared Tutoring:!

-Stack rings and freeform carving ( Wax A)!
-Pendant and mirror image earrings (Wax B) !
-D-blank: foundation for advanced ring design (Wax C)

Soft Wax

(subject to change)

Other Workshops:!
Quick Design!
Precious Metal Clay !
Practical Gemology!
Torch Enamel!

Instructor Peter Solomon brings a colorful depth of
knowledge from a 35 year history in jewelry
manufacturing arts. Trained in South Africa by a
German master goldsmith, he worked in both large
scale jewelry production and limited edition line
creation before joining the teaching staff at the
renowned Gemological Institute of America. Peter
brings a unique blend of humor, creativity and practicality to both his own work
and the techniques he passes on to his students.

Precious Metal Arts
2510 Main St. Suite C
Santa Monica, CA 90405 310-581-4844
www.pmajewelry.com

Special Offerings!
all classes are one Thursday evening, 6:00 pm to 10:00 pm

Torch Enamel
May 10

Currently Scheduled Classes!
May-December 2018
Link to our Google class calendar
Introduction to Metal: !

Adding colorful glass enamel to your
designs can be beautiful, but tedious.
Peter’s solution? Hit it with a torch and
see what happens. Fast and fun!

Charms
June 14!
Nov 15

This evening workshop uses soft wax
techniques to create a variety of small
charms, perfect for a bracelet. Choose 2
of your designs to cast in sterling.

all classes are Saturday and Sunday, 11:00 am to 6:00 pm

Cu"s and Textures

June 9 and 10!
Aug 11 and 12!
Oct 13 and 14!
Dec 8 and 9

June 28!

Metals C: cab bezel ring, pendant!
Metals D: chain, charms, clasp!
Metals A: piercing, sweat soldering!
Metals B: stack ring, mirror image

Introduction to Wax: !
all classes are Saturday and Sunday, 11:00 am to 6:00 pm

July 28 and 29!
Sept 8 and 9!
Nov 10 and 11

Wax B: pendant and mirror image!
Wax C: D-blank for ring designs!
Wax A: stack rings, freeform carving

Sunday Soft Wax: !

Creative Wire Work
July 26

Soft Wax C: stone cap, wire ring !
Soft Wax A: pendant, bezel faceted ring!
Soft Wax B: pendant, bezel cab ring !
Soft Wax C: stone cap, wire ring!
Soft Wax A: pendant, bezel faceted ring!
Soft Wax B: pendant, bezel cab ring!
Soft Wax C: stone cap, wire ring

Stone Setting: !

This workshop o"ers fast, simple steps to
professional wire wrapping, earring
designs, and making your own earwires.

Intro to Engraving
August 16

all classes are one Sunday, 11:00 am to 6:00 pm

May 27!
June 24!
July 22!
August 26!
Sept 16!
Oct 28!
Nov 18

The basic cu" bracelet is great a starting
point for unlimited creative possibilities.
Learn basic forming and a variety of metal
texturing techniques.

Learn the basics of controlling di"erent
style gravers to cut lines, letters, and
textures into flat metal.

Quick Design
Oct 25

Get your ideas down on paper with these
quick sketching techniques for illustrating
stones and metal.

Practical Gemology
TBA

Join guest instructor Petra Blum as she
walks you through the basic factors that
determine the value and suitability of gems.

all classes are Thursday evening, 6:00 pm to 10:00 pm

Casting Gems in Place

May 24!
June 7!
Aug 30!
Sept 13!
Oct 18!
Nov 1

Nov 29

Prong Setting!
Bezel Setting!
Bead Setting !
Flush Setting!
Wax Prong Head!
Pre-made Bezels

• Classes require payment in full to register
• Payments are fully refundable until 7 days prior to class date
• Dates and times are subject to change

Casting in place allows you to set certain
gemstones into your wax model BEFORE
casting into metal, adding brilliance and
color to your designs with relative ease.

Torch Firing Precious Metal Clay
Dec 13

PMC is a magical compound of organic
binders infused with particles of pure
silver, that fuses into solid metal when
torch fired. Great way to make your own
holiday gifts!

Thank you for your interest in
our studio.
Your bench is waiting!
We hope you find the information
here both useful and inspiring.
Please feel free to call the studio at
310-581-4844, Wednesday through
Sunday, if you have any additional
questions or would like to register for
a class or for tutoring.
Please note that space is extremely
limited and classes and tutoring
sessions do fill quickly.
We look forward to seeing you at the
bench very soon!
2510 Main Street Suite C
Santa Monica, CA 90405
www.pmajewelry.com
Please call the studio to register
310-581-4844

